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Dip in the latest collections:





Unforgettable
moments.



Rebecca Lux is the new key 
collection, a luminous star that 
shines of its own light. From the 
Latin word, Lux means shine, 

splendour, light. The Rebecca 18kt  
gold Lux has the power to illuminate 

your heart and the one
of your beloved with diamonds, 

creating magical and 
unforgettable moments.



Jolie Collection



Diamond 
dust.



 Jolie’s luxurious universe 
expands with a new

gold-plated sterling silver chain 
and precious black stones.
The elegant diamond dust 
surface of the pendants 

becomes trendy, minimal and 
timeless.



  Amalfi Collection



Bright 
summer.



 The Amalfi collection represents 
the colors of the dreamy Amalfi 

Coast with its corals and diamond 
cut finishing.

Navy knitted chains, sinuous 
shapes reminiscent of the waves 
of  the sea and sparkly surface 
make you shine in the sunlight.



GoldenEar Collection



Wear
the sea.



 New shapes and colors for the 
Golden Ear collection:

the new earrings and ear cuffs get 
them all, from the most essential 
to the most sparkly looks. Enjoy 

mixing them up for a personal and 
unique touch.



Accessories Collection



Precious 
details. 



 Together with the Rebecca eye 
glasses-case, the airpods-case, 

will accompany you in every 
moment of your daily life.

Choose your initial and this new 
accessory will make every look 

super cool and truly yours!



 Palermo Collection



Baroque 
tradition.



 Palermo conquers your ears!
 The colors of Sicily in jades and a 

golden plating: hoops or
hanging, Palermo earrings will 

embellish your ears with summer 
light, making them the focus of 

your look. Colorful  and majestic, 
the Palermo collection makes you 

elegant and cheerful.



MyWorld Collection



Always carry them 
with you.



 MyWorld bracelets gets 
summer -colored!

Thin threads of crystals with the 
color of the sky are added to our 

initials and symbols.
The new MyWorld bracelets will  

celebrate your most beautiful 
moments.


